
Waves of Doubt
feat. Mark Keenan and Scott Martz
 
Produced by Mark, John and Scott
 
Mark actually started this beat and he has very little production experience but he made the 
piano loop i built the drums around and scott made it into a song. Mark and I have been rapping 
forever but never made a song together, very strange actually. We’ve always been independent 
of each other. It was funny because we’re like, “shit, we sound alike!, we sound good together!” 
Scott said, “you guys are morons.” This is a really sloppy quick song, just the first we wrote 
together in our lives, it was made last may or so. Mark will be mad when I tell him it’s on the cd. 
 
 
Unforgivable youtube clip intro
 
Chorus - Scott
 
When you follow waves of doubt
pain and sorrow comes around
depend on who you ask for fun
the bad man comes and gives you some
 
John is in Red; Mark blue
 
I cant get a little bit outta funds
grind and slip it isn’t fun
tell me why i never quit
i shouldve been finished when living is done
when you follow waves of doubt
you scream and shout loud out the mouth
its time to take a different route
my sentence loud and i say it proud
im finished with bitterness living in danger
not what you thinking derranged is hainus
time is slipping pain is aimless plain insane 
and claim the strangers
some say doubt it comes in waves at different times and different phases
i say instances will change when i change people things and places
 
Chorus
 
 
 
 



Verse Two
 
changes tangle every angle
bangles mangle all my angels
strangers range from plain to insane
got my membrain under halo (where does he come up with this stuff?)
fame is painful claim i came for 
rings and things and chains that dangle
lames can sing and claim im mangled
bring the pain with knife and chainsaw
now you sound so sick and physco
hand on a bible other on rifle
crazy like jason, physco like michael
i have advice for all of my rivals
quit if you’re in it were different and older
finished with this it’s a chip on my shoulder
i am the madman
ive been a soldier
say im the best
i told you im colder
 
CHORUS
 
VERSE THREE
 
ive been an addcit up in a attic
outcome is madness
wizardly magic
pulling a rabbit up out of a hat
all of my habits are ending up tragic 
I’ve been down with the drunks in the tavern
looking for love was nothing but tragic
ill die when the ones that matter dont hear whats up
im not a function addict
shaded by shadows 
get bit by addiction
im herding my cattle you better not tip it
the sipping and hitting has got to be lifted or im on a trip that is straight to a prison
bringing them action, half of the living
the battle to give in 
im finished with slipping
surrender to win it
im back in position
and stacking my pennies



im laughing unlimited
 
 
 
 
 


